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1. Introduction 

Shrinkage and swelling deformability are very t.portant at

tributes of concrete and have some effects even when no external load 

is imposed on the structure. Intensity of these processes depends 

upon a number of factors,and the most important of them are hygro

thermal conditions of the environment. 

Researches on shrinkage are carried on since more than fifty 

years. At the very beginning all the deformations of long duration 

were treated as a complex,and shrinkage and flow of concrete were not 

distinguished. 

First aodern researches were conducted by Allan [21, Dutron, 

Kenzel (1)],and Carlson tal. 

The measurement of shrinkage of concrete is usually conducted 

on the surface - by the means of the mechanical strain gaug,a. The 
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aia of tbe reported work is to show a possibilit1 of application of 

electrical resistance strain gauge• for inner measurements. In the•e 

•eaaurements strain will be obtained not in one direction only, but 

in the fol'll of all six components of the strain tensor. There i• a 

possibility to comp~ such experimental data with the results of a 

theoretical approach. 

2. Shrinkage of concrete 

Shrinkage of concrete is a consequence of structural variationa 

being cauaed 11ainl1 b1 the changes in the humidit1 of capillars and 

other voids inside concrete element. Known are also other reasons of 

shrinkage - for example carbonation processes. 

In this oontribution the setting of concrete, which is also 

connected with a sort of shrinkage, is not taken into account • .Also 

there will be no distinction between moisture shrinkage and carbona

tion shrinkage - for both the components together accepted will be 

the term - d17ing shrinkage. 

The magnitude of shrinkage depends on aany factora - e.g. qoa

litJ and amount of oeme~t, water-cement ratio, composition and type 

of aggregates, age of concrete, hJgrotheraal conditions. 

There is no coaplete explanation ot the process of shrinkage, 

based on th& aicrostructure of cement paste. Soae information• may be 

found in the aonograph b1 Bukonki [ 7J and the microstructure of ce

aent paste is shortly described by Brunauer [6]. 

Shrinkage experiments usually consist of measurements of the 

linear. lcmci:tudinal defor.matioll o.f small ap.e.ct.na. kept in 
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well known conditions. Recorded are aainly temperature and humidity. 

This kind of investigation allon to conclude that drying 

shr~tage is linearily dependent upon the humidity of material. 

L'Her.Dite t10J presents 

tbtt typical diagraa /fig. 1/ 

where the said correlation is 

linear, with the exception of a 

region around the point of maxi-

mua humidity. This region corre-

sponds to the very~eginning of 

drying /the drying begins when 

0 
specimen is vi•ibly wet on the 

aur.tacea in this aoment it is 

fig. 1 not followed ·by any volume chan-

ges; of. three stages of drying 

in the work by NeWII&n t15) I and besides this region is rather small 

for old concrete. 

The diagru of similar character /fig. 2/ was obtained by 

Aletsandrov.tij t11. The specimen was dryied and humidified in line. 

la drying the relation is lin•ar and this is a regularity in proce-

•ding cycles. The relation discussed is linear at least for the ordi-

nary constructional concrete. Por the other concretea it may be of 

aore complicated character, as it is shown on the diagram /fig. 3/ 

taken froa the paper by Emielianov t9J. On the diagram numbers 2 to 5 

correspond to light-weight concrete and nUilber 1 stands for constru-

ctional concrete. 

The conclusion. that the dependence between humidity and 
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shrinkage of concrete is linear, or that at least it ia known, ia one 

of the basic assu.ptions tor the proposed .. thod of a theoretical 

an&lJsis. 

In the case when the dependence is linear we can det•r.tn• ex

perimentallJ a coefficient called the coefficient of ahrinkaa• f)l/. 

According to the Ruasian Building Code for exa.ple, it a&J be aaau.ed 

as a constant 3.10-2 ~ • Of course it a&J differ with .aDJ fac

tors. 

3. A aethod proposed for theoretical an&lJsis 

of the shrinkage deforaation 

Like other effects concerning the whole volu.e of the body 

/e.g. - the thermal deformation/, shrinkage is never restricted to 

onl1 one direction, as it is often approxiaatelJ assumed. 

Deformation of the drying element .. ,. be considered as a sua 

of free strain caused b7 the moistur. changes, and of certain add1t1o

bal strain caused by the shrinkage stresses. In the absolute notation 

we can write it as followsz 

/3.1/ 

The first component of this sua is a tensor of the free atrain. 

It corresponds to the pure voluaetric strain state, i.e. - in any re

presentation its diagonal components onl7 differ from zeroa 

/3.2/ 
l ~ [E..iJ] : le. 0 0] 0 

. 0 ~ 0 

o o E 
• 

Theae component• we can imagine as the relative shortening of the 
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edpa ot an intinitesillal concrete cube, which was taken froa the ini

tial and placed in the given humidity. First component of /3.1/ is 

therefore a tensor function of position inside eleaent and of time. 

According to what was said above, and what is erident on the bue of 

experiments, it aa7 be assumed as a linear tunotion of ihe bwaidity 

cont1nta at a considered point. The coaponents in /3.2/ have U.refOl'e 

tome 

where& W:.- ia aoM fictive humidit7 /in g/g/ that rill be reached b7 

a speciaen kept in the given huaidity, after infinitely 

long tiael 

U1'- huaidity in the given point I tiae t is aeasund fro• the 

moment when the diffusion process beganJ 

~ - above aentioned coefficient of shrinkage. 

Pirst step to solve the proble• is the deteraination of the 

function describing distribution of the humidity inside an element 

/huaidity field/. This function is sought as the solution of a well 

known diffusion equation: 

'M K ( a \Jt "?J -z.CAT' C>tc.r \ 
~ =- o.x~ -t ~ + t>.x~ J 

where~ ia a diffusion coefficient /m2/hour/. 

The solution must satisfy some boundry conditions being depen• 

dent on the element's shape and on the curing conditions of a speci~ 

men. Coefficient ~ and the other coefficient that rules the rate of 

external evaporation /so called surface vector - in a/hour/, were 

examined by many authors e~g. Aleksandrovskij t1l and Murata t141. 

Before the theoretical analysis of shrinkage both coefficient• ought 
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to be deterained separately tor every experiment that ia to be com

pared with the theoretical solution. Unfortunately the known to au-

thor methods of determining of these coefficients are neither Tery 

siaple nor well aotiTated • 

.After l. is found in the described way1 the actual state of 
0 

strain .ust be determined. It is generally underatood that only line-

ar diatributi~ of pure volumetric strain allows the deforsation 

state free froa stresses of the shrinkage origin. SUch a diatribu-

ti.on aay be written according to fonmlaz 

§ :::. o. • .x~ -\- o.~..X:a. + o.,.x. .. "" O.~.t . 

where ~,·o..i.(~); Lcl,2.,3,~ are functions of · tiae only. 

In any other caae, new for.aed stresses will result in change of 

.strain field, and the aecand component in /).1/ will not be zero. 

Thia additional strain tenaor IIA1 be deaoribed /in the auae replesen-

' tation as /3.2// a. followaz 

~ ~ [cu] ~ ~ .. u ~.,_ i•111 
§:1.1~'" ~u 

1.\ ~·'- ~13 
lhia ~own coaponent of the actual strain tenaor auat be ·de-

terained in such a way that the compatibility eqwstion could be 

fulfilled by the sua /3.1/. For the aaall deforaationa, and 1n inde% 

notatioD, ooapatibility equation• area 

•here Jh ~ \:slef.,:!. are oartesian coordinates, and S-1,; are the compo

nents of the actual strain tenaor, desoribed by the aua /).1/, i.e. 
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lhen solving practical proble-,proper boundry clnditions must 

be formulated. If these conditions contain stress fields, soae con

stitutive equation /a characteristic tor given material,functional 

relation describing how stress field depends on strain field/ .ust 

be aesUiled. As the first approxillation accepted ma7 be an aaSUIIPtion 

of classical elasticit7. 

The described theoretical treatment is analogous to the me-

thods applied in thermoelasticity and leads to the theoreticall7 

det: .. ined field of strain that oan next be compared with the result 

of experiments. 

Such a theoretical anal7sis with experimental verification of 

results will aate a base for calculation of shrinkage deformations 

in concrete bodies, or at least it will allow the improvement of the 

theory itself. 

The first analysis of deformation of drying concrete elements 

of several shapes, with the use of the diffusion equation, was done 

by Pickett in 1946 [16]. 

4. Experimental measurement of shrinkage strain in concrete 

As it was mentioned above, the theoretical analysis must be 

experimentE~.lly verified. 

Generally known measuring methods used-in concrete investiga-

tions are limited to the measurement of the mutual displacement of 
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certain point• or an element, or to the measurement of •urface defor

mations. 

In 1937 Carlson (8] tried 

to investigate deformation inside 

concrete element by the means of 

the surface measurements. After 

isolating lateral surfaces of a 

concrete specimen against moisture 

movement ;rectangular parallele

piped on fig. ~ he assumed that 

fig. 4 the specimen is in the same con-

dition as it would be cut out 

from the infini tel;r large ala~ drying on the upward and downward sur

faces. The aoistura-proof layer consisted of copper foil. 

It is possible to measure the surface deformations on the la

teral surfaces, for example oD bases A-B or C-D, and to treat them as 

being representatiTe for the inner slab deforaations. 

Although the ache .. is likely to be good for diffusion proces

ses, it is not the same for the investigation of deformation state. 

The specimen and the block inside the plate 0.. quite different 

boundry conditions. 

During last twenty years some measuring methods based on the 

use of electrical resistance strain gauges were deTeloped. It allowed 

to produce and to test some gauges for inner measurements in the con

crete. The subject was studied by Carlson, Hondros, PimienoT and manJ 

others t11J. 

In the Institute of the Basic Technical Problems 1n larsaw, 
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two such derices were prepared and tested in lut yNrs. · 

The device shown on fig. 5 was designed for measurement of six 

atrain components at inner point of concrete element (4], (5). Six 

thin copper strips are equiped with electrical resistance strain 

gauge•, adequately fixed and •terproofed. !he lengths of edges are 

7 and 10.ca. approx. 11th the help of thin tension members /e.g. ny

lon stringa/ the device may be placed at a selected point within form 

for concrete. After casting .. obtain an eleaent with the measurement 

device inside. It is assumed that this deTice gives an information 

about •ix components of str ain ten•or, in .the point being the centre 

of grarl:ty of the tetre.hedroD.. Three coaponents of linear atrain are 

obtained directly and three aJ1gUl.ar co11ponents of strain My be found 

with the help of simple calculation [17J. 

The ••oond gauge /fig. 6/ waa designed as a ~opper foil box 

1 ·x 1 x 8 cm approx. and it aakes possible the measurement of one com

ponent of the strain tensor. The strain is aeaaured by the means of 

two electrical resistance strain gauge• glued and waterproofed inside 

the box. The whiakers assure the bond between the device and the con-

orete. 

Theae two deTices, aa well aa the others not mentioned here, 

were designed mainly for the observation of strain states of short 

duration. As the electrical resistance m~asurement methods developed, 

and as the component materials were improved, it beco~e possible to 

use them for observation of the strain states of long duration. 

Beyer and :t.bow tJJ and Kubcta and Sakane C12]may be an example of 

the investigation on the subject. The problem of measurement of the 

atrain state of long duration was started also at the Institute of the 
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Basic Technical Problems in Waraaw. 

Both devices described above were specially prepared. A• for 

the long time observation waterproofing of a gauge is of great impor-

tance, all the materials were choosen very carefully. 

The first /spatial/ device was constructed with the use of 

Saunders-Roe electrical resistance strain g~ges /length of the base 

less than 0.6.) cm, resistance about 80 ohm/, and with Araldite Strain 

Gauge Cement as waterproof cover and mechanical shield. 

The second device was constructed with the use of the Polish 

production resistance strain gauges RL-120 /length of the bue 1.5 cm, 

resistance 120 oha/, and micromolecular wax as the waterproof agent. 

The lheatstone bridge and the connection box were of the 

Polish production /type T-2/. The additional set of constant resi-

stances was chooaen and connected to the bridge for zero drift con-

tro~and for the correction of the readings. Such a control set is 

not necessar,y for more precise apparataaes, e.g. for Hottinger 

Baldwin Bridge type KK. 

5. The results of the measurement• 

Both the described measuring deTicea were placed in concrete 

cylinders: ~ 16 x 16 and/~ 16 x 50 ea, in a way shown on fig. 7. Spe-

cimens were fabricated of constructional concrete with the compreasive 
. 2 

strength of about .350 kG/cm • After taking into consideration the size 

of the devices, the aggregate diameter was limited to 2 cm. 

One specimen of each type contained the compensation gauges -

the compensation waa of the 1 - 1 type. 
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ACTIVG' StR:It.IA\ 

fig. 7 

After fabrication one 

set of specimens /active 

specimens/ was kept in con-

stant humidity of about 

1~ RH /in poliethylen bags 

and wet rags/. The other 

set was dried in room humi-

dity. After some preparatio-

nal readings, active speci-

mens were taken out from the 

humidity 10~ RH and placed 

also in the room humidity 

/about 75 % RH/. In the same 

time the compensation speci-
T~: ~Nl\f.S 

____ ,__ __ ...._ __ __.._ _____ ~,_mens were wraped in the pol-

4 ' liethylen foil, to stop the 
1 3 

fig. 8 process of their drying. 
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In fact, the longitudinal strain of the bigger cylinder, measured on 

its surface by the means of the Demeo dial gauge, was constant in the 

time of observa-tion /•shrinkage measurements" - on fig. 8/. 

The measurements were continued by about three months, and as 

the main result the diagrams shown on fig. 9 and fig. 10 were obtai-

ned. 

On fig. 9 shown is longuitudinal strain measured in three dif-

ferent points inside cylinders. Curves A and B correspond to the cy-

linder ~ 16 x 50 ea, curve C to cylinder ~ 16 x 16 cm. 

The reason of the differences between A, B and C is probabely 

in the shape and in tu drying conditions of specilllens. Coaplete 

explanation needs full calculation.prepared on the base of the pre-

viously described assumptions. 

Linear components of the strain tensor are shown on fig. 10. 

1 

+ 
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10 10 30 so 60 TO ao 

fig. 9 
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There is an assumption that this measureaent concerns the central 

point of the cylinder, althoup strain is actually measured in points 

around the centre. Indexes are used according to the drawing. It is 

possible to see the difference between the radial and longuitudinal 

strain components. 

The diagram of the angular components of strain, that can also 

be measured with the sue device, is not shown here. The changes of 

the strain were not great enough, i.e. praotically they were of the 

order of the measurement accuracy. Possibly it was caused by small 

angular deformation in the obtained experimental scheme. In some 

oases angular components need perhaps greater accuracy of the measu-

ring device. 

The same set of specimens was used to measure the swelling 

~train. Both active and compensation specimens were dried at 60 ~ RH 

and then one of them was put into the humidity of about 100 ~ RH. 

Linear components of the strain tensor, obtained in this expe-

riment, are shown on fig. 11. As the rate of absorption of moisture 

ia many time higher than the rate of drying, the time ~cale was chan-

ged. It is possible to notice the same regularity as o~ the fig. 10 -

that the axial strain component is smaller in the comparison with the 

radial ones. 

In all these experiments rea~ings were done with the accuracy 

-6 I ±. 1 0 x 1 0 1 0 microstrains/. 

6. Concluding remarks 

All the presented experiments were mainly of the introductory 
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character and they w~re tlOt don~ to muke a base for a proof of a theo

retical treatment. The material coefficients were not experimentally 

evaluate~and the bounttry conditi~na were not precisely choosan. Foz· 

the same reason no calcul~tion of the strain inside drying cylinder 

wan prepared. In the continuation of the research, another ueria of 

experiments is to create a base for the verification of the theory. 

The measurements prove full aplicabilitJ of the electrical re

sistance strain gauges for the observation of shrinkage deformation 

in concrete. 

The experiment of ·~his type needs a very high accuracy and 

care in preparation of materials and in operation of the devices. It 

allows to measure not only the shrinkage but also other deformations 

of concrete, like swelling, flow etc. 
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